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Businesses
displaced
by casino
find new
homes

GOLD RUSH

Rebecca Hyman
and Charles Winokoor

century ago,
Taunton was
known far and
wide as a manufacturing hub, a
place that supplied the world
with textiles, bricks, stoves
— and silver.
It was dubbed the Silver
City, home of famed silversmith Reed & Barton. And
the Christmas City, home of
an annual tree-lighting that
drew families from around
the region to the Taunton
Green — once a bustling
heart of commerce.
But Reed & Barton has
closed its doors and the Silver
City’s manufacturing heyday
is long gone — and with
it all those low-skill, highpaying jobs that provided
stability, a comfortable wage
and middle-class lifestyle
to so many Tauntonians
throughout the years,
Taunton historian and author
Bill Hanna said.
Now, Taunton is about to
make history again, on the
cusp of a major change with
the groundbreaking Tuesday
by the Mashpee Wampanoag
tribe on the First Light casino
in East Taunton.
But what kind of change
will the casino bring?
The casino’s supporters
say it will mean a renaissance
for Taunton and all those
gaming chips will go a long
way toward replacing all that
lost silver.
“This is a historic day
in the tribe’s history. It’s a
signal that something great
is about to happen,” said an
exultant Cedric Cromwell, the
Mashpee Wampanoag tribal
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TAUNTON — The first
hurdle for the Mashpee
Wampanoag tribe to establish its federally recognized
homeland, which includes a
gambling casino and resort
complex in Taunton, was to
have land in each of those
municipalities placed “into
trust” as a tribal reservation.
Once that was achieved
in September 2015, the tribe
went about the business
of working out individual
purchase deals with property owners — whose East
TURN TO BUSINESS, PAGE A8
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LEFT: Officials wield shovels
— including, from third left, Tribal
Council member Winnie Johnson
Graham, state Rep. Shaunna
O’Connell and Taunton Mayor
Thomas Hoye — during an official
groundbreaking last week for the
First Light Resort and Casino.
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BELOW: A large crowd gathered for
the groundbreaking.
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Recycling on the runway for B-R
Charlie Peters
The Enterprise

BRIDGEWATER — Why
create a new event when you
can recycle an old one?
That’s the view of
Bridgewater-Raynham
Regional High’s environmentally focused club as it
prepares for its annual all-day
event committed to nurturing
Mother Nature.
The Youth Environmental
Service Society (YESS)
club at B-R will host Green
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Awareness Day during school
hours on April 15 and a
recycled fashion show for
the public that evening. As
always, the day is aimed at
making the public understand
the importance of recycling
and encouraging creative reuses of unwanted items.
“The kids make it so that
the public can celebrate
in recycling,” said Jessica
Lazarus, the YESS club
advisor. “But we’re also going
to generate awareness for the
need for recycling efforts.”

Students will begin the
day watching a documentary
that will hit close to home in
Bridgewater: “Bag It” focuses
on a man’s pledge to stop
using plastic bags at a grocery
store, a practice that will soon
be in effect in town.
Students will also be
able to view an activist
documentary called “Racing
Extinction,” hear from representatives from Cape Cod
Watershed and the Alliance
for Climate Education, and
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Nicholas
Aimone
shows off
a recycled
fashion at
last year’s
Recycled
Fashion
Show at
BridgewaterRaynham
High School.
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